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Recognizing and Resolving ESL Problems in a Cornorate Setting

Sally Mettler
F. H. LaGuardia Community College

Caimpanies located in major urban centers of the United States draw

personnel from heterogeneous employee pools. Prospective employees may

be well qualified to meet the written demands of the job description, but

inadequate vis-a-vis its unwritten demands: fluency in the verbal code,

Standard English, and fluency in the non-verbal code, the behaviors and

protocols of interpersonal and organizational communication. In-house

training programs, normally built on the presumption of a monolingual,

homogeneous employee pool, may need to adapt to the special needs and

problems presented by current urban demographics.

This article describes the approach of a =Teeny which sought to

identify and confront language- and culture-related problems within the

organization. Management consulted the author, a college teacher of

oral communication theory and skills for non-native speakers of English

in the student population, who as a researcher is investigating the problems

faced by Englishrspeaking listeners in decoding the messages of ESL (English

as a Second Lanugage) speakers. In other words, this article attempts to

synthesize real-world experience and theoretical concerns.

Regarding those concerns, theoreticians in adult second language

acquisition (SLA) have been defining the nature of interlanguage, first de-

scribed by Selinker (1972) as a code developing along a continuum from an

individual's native language towards a "target" language, in which a learner

could conceivably reach "near-native" proficiency.

Theoretical formulations have emerged, including the monitor model

(Freshen 1977) with its corollary, the input hypothesis, positing that a

second Language is not learned in a classroom but acquired in life situations,

where comprehensible input is processed and transformed by the learner into

the corpus of language which he ultimately produces in communication. 3



Itgarding umschoo1e1 langumge acquisition, Schumann (1978) preposes

a c-'tere-ccritactmcdel, called the pidoinization hypothesis, positing that

the uninstructed learner will pddginize to create his interlanguage, proceedirg

along the continuum only as far as he needs to do in order to function in the

new culture withcutunderiztkirg to assimilate. Other theories, such as.Giles'

(1981) accommodation theory, and Brown's (1980) optimal distamemodel,

reflect the impact of social psychology on an umderstanding of SLA processes.

Implicit in these and other important formulations is a process model cf inter-

perscmal communization, encompassing the behaviors of both senders and receivers

of messages. However, their focus is on what the second-language learner does,

without specific attention to the behaviors of that learner's interlocutars

in the target milieu, even though those behaviors, perceived either overtly or

subliminally, go far in sheping the language-learner's performance.

Vygotsky (1962) has made eeplicit the social nature of language itself,

arguing that }man beings acquire their native'tongues, their first languages,

by the internalization of heard dialogues into inner speech and thought.

Bakhtin (1981) tells us that "language lies on the borderline between oneself

and the other...", so that "the word, in language, is half someone else's..." (p.

293). 'Thus, the cruciality of the Other, the pcmer of the receiver to determine

the ueys in which the sender formulates and encodes his messages, is recognized

atmore than one theoretical level. This very recognition illuminates a vcid

in the researCh: the light shines on work not done, work with receivers of

second -language messages. 2f we can infer that talk is a consequence of

situations created hy interlocutors in various circumstances, and that language

is produced in order to get respons54 or in response to prior language, we can

apply this inference readily to the way in whith a second-language learner

builds his interlanguage.

We need to know more than we do about what listeners do. 'W need to know

how listerers hear, perceive, select, and react to the messages of ESL
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cannunicators. We reed to look at natives of the target culture as they listen

to speakers ct interlanguage, so that we can gain understanding of the :listener's

endeavor. lhrough awareress of the "mainstream" listener's struggle, in

inter-lingual, cross-cultural, interpersonal ocranunication, we may be able to

enlarge cur capacities as teachers and facilitators of effective ocamunication.

So, this researcher has been looking at listeners and reflecting on the

difficulties they face uhen decoding thernessages of ESL speakers, and on weys

in which those difficulties can be eased by helping speakers to meet the norms

and expectations cf the mairstrean. In a Study conducted at Lehman College, I

have been exmining via videotape the reactions of native- and near-native

English-speakiaj college students to the speedh of ESL students, their peers at

Lehman. With this research in progress, an opportunity fortuitously arose

for me to extend the scope cf my inquiry beyond the academic setting. An

invitation cane from a New York-based company, an international finm under

British ownership with more than three hundred employees in New York, to analyze

and suggest remedies for whatmanagement perceived as an in-house problem with

language and conrmanication. ghe invitation provided me with an oppertunity to

Observe and record teways in which the non-netimaIlnglish of employees at

various levels in the oorporate structure was affecting their immediate situations,

their prospects, and the operations of the company as a uthole.

Tne Company, a division of a larger organization, is in the business of

selling travelers' cheer.es. It is a service =vary, not a manufacturer, yet it

has a product to sell. Its basic divisions, aside from an overall personnel

department, include finance, sales and customer service, and data-processing,

with various sub-divisions. For the Company to oplrate normally, effective

communication needs to take place between individuals, among departments, with

banks and agents, and of course, with customers. Ihe Company owes its existence

to international trasaal; diversity is a normal element in its infrastructure.
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Despite this international orientation, the president of the canpany cited

3anguarge differeme as a prcblem within tie New York office.

"his distress signal nust be heard in". the oontext of the current urban

scene in the U.S. Demcvraphic diversity in New York and other cities means that

the employee pool available to local corporations is likely in be heterogeneous

and rrultilingual. 'be prevalence of fluent Starr lard English as the median of

canrunication at all levels in a busiress office can no larger be taken for

granted. Even at the supervizory ard managerial levels, situati.ons arise in

which an enployee's ability to carumnicate effectively in Standard Ehglish may

supersede job corrpeterce as a factor in retention ard pranotion. 'Ihis means

that in sane canpanies job-related capabilities are not sufficient for progress;

perceived proficiemy in English may be regarded as the sine non of upward

mobility in the =parry and the tusiness cannunity, as well as in the host

culture at large. In fact, when we take into account the inminent event of

canNters which will be activated by hanan speech, we can appreciate that the

pit-Li:alms of EM/D speakers who seek success in corporate Pinerica are likely to be

canpourded in the areas of both interpersonal ard extrapersonal carmunication.

Whether ar not we shall be able to query listaner-oanputers on their

reactions to the speech of ESL speakers renains to be seen, but certainly the

reactions of human listeners are available.

Believing that we can most productively investigate the perception and

evaluation of non-native speech not by oonsulting language-wise people, such as

second-larguage theoreticians and practitioners, but by consulting the naive

listeners of the real world, I decided to begin my ethnographic research as a

non-parti.cipant observer in the business weld by talking to the "mainstrean"

people who had been registering canplaints at the message-receiving end. In other

to optimize the input that I wou/d receive, a general theoretical framework

would be medal, and I made my rationale explicit.

-
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5.

General frameucrk

It is axiomatic in carmunication theory that thermeaning of any message is

the joint cronstruction of the onewho sends it out, in speedh or uriting, aryl

the one who receives, interprets, and reacts to it. Nb statament has meaning

until it has been responded to and the sender can perceive from the feedback

he gets that the listener has grasped his intention.. %his doesn'tmean that the

feedback must be positive - a listener can certainly disagree with a statsment -

but the feedback must be apposite, connected to the message, if the annunication

is to proceed. Language does nost of the work of getting intentions into

cammunicable form, and of getting reactiors to other people's messages into

cammunicable form too. Cif ccurse, language isn't the only oode we use, non-verbal

behavior is a pcwerfulmedium; still, language is the code that ue can use with

maximum precision and accountability.

We all know fram extensive and valid experience that carmunicatrrs who

share the same mother tongue often run into problems related to language. English

speakers do not always agree on the =notations of a ward or the interpretations

of discaurse. What WaS of concern here is uhat happens when non-native speakers

of EngliSh interact with each other and with native speakers, and how the potential

of understanding or misunderstarx3irg is affected by language differen.

Meeting managers

Tne first task vas to get input &am scme of Company's managers and

executives on the uays in which they thoughtlanguage use or mdsuse at the employee

level was affecting the company's cperations. Management's intarest in looking

into this situation seemed to indicate a quite sophisticated view of the significance

of basic communication skills in corporate undertakings. By this I mean that

although public speaking and presentation skills have long been recognized as

inportent, it takes unusually sharp perception to acknowledge that so-called

ordinary, day-to-day, inter-personal, inter-departmental, and ccmpany-custoner

7
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communizatjtm demand skills beyond those associated udth aettina specific

ucck done. Expanding etesepecceptions, managementwculd need to elaborate the

problem as they saw it. By being as specific as possible in describing situations

and giving examples, they ucead contnibate to a useful analysis of the problen,

and wouldmake the ultimate recartnendations relevant to their stated and felt

needs. A questionnaire previously circulated by a consultanthad elicited the

intonation that managers saw same of their subordinates as having pccr language

skills. I needed W get the configuration of that description: what did "pccc

languege skills" look like, cr sound like? A survey would seek specifics.

Scmetimes problens in carmunication utich are attzibuted to language are

actually related to other phenanera, such as cultural contrasts (i.e. different

ways of behaving, as in modes of eye contact, posture, gesture, notions of uten

and with whcm to speak, etc.) However, once we acknowledge that language ps se is

at the heart of the matter, we need to be as specific as possibae in locating

trouble spots. In referring to an individual's "poor language skills" are we

talking abaft phonolcgy (articulation, pronunciation), mt_ax (Traunar, ucrd order),

cc lexicon (vocabulary: denotations, connotations)? Cmce it is decided that an

individual's articulation of Standard English is implicated, is the problem one

of intonation (putting the accent on the right syllable and stringing the words

together acoording to the rules of the dialect), or making the necessary sounds

(teeth cc teet')? When there is a camplaint about a speaker's intelligibility,

is the problem in his ccmprehensibilitr (be.trig basically-decipherable), in his

ao_mtability (being correct), cr in the fact that his speach is irritating,

capable of arousing feelings of frustration and distaste? None of these negative

attributes would mean that an employee was not a calpetent, respectable, likeable,

utterly ucrthy person, but any of then might maan that working with him would be

a drag, (colloquial, not acceptable in this paper.)

Oalpany people, untrained in the study of language and totally unfaniliar

udth sociolinguistic theory, would not be able to phrase their descriptions in



the vocabulary of linguistics, but they would enable me to formulate a probable

pdcture of the prOblen, to beim:re accurately delineated through contact with

the speakers in question, later on. Thus, I spent a day meeting udth ldle-

ard upper-levamaragers and Executives from various departments; the Vice

President. of Personnel, harboring the concern expressed by the President of the

canpany, participated too.

It becane apparent at once that despite their high levels of education,

the company executives tripped over what nany of us consider ordinary tenns, and

we proceeded to define the following items:

native szeaker (NS): user of a mother tongue;

2. non-native speaker MEI: user of an aoguired language;

3. ESL: English as a second language, i.e. the use of English, in an
anglophone Wiglish-speaking) country, by a S.

4. SESD: Standard English as a secomd dialect (not only a ned tenn,
but an entirely new conoept to evm-yone in the.managenent group)

5. receptive competence: ability to catprehend a spoken language;

6. productive oaTetence: ability to speak a givan language;

7. fossilized languile: language which contamsimany deeply-rooted
errors or non-Standard forms, in comparison to the native Standard dialect.

In the course of discussion, it was revealed that the managers believed

that ucrk ues getting done, that the employees were generally conscientious

and capable, and that language problems tended not to block productivity

altogether, but to diminish it. Tne participants voiced concern for the

efficiency cf operations, tile welfare of the company; and the well-being of

their respective staffs. A total of thirty managers and executives had responded

to a questionnaire circulated prior to the meetings. Ihis questionnaire uss

not preFered by me, but I had asked the preparers to encourage respondents to

be reflective in the.ir responses, to cite specific instances, and to tie their

observations to the realities of work. It is important to note that in examining

language use, no observation is trivial because a useful analysis is based on

9
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the reality of interaction, and not on abstractor theoretical considerations.

Following are comments nade by participants at themeetings and by respondents to

the questionnaire whodid not attend the sessions. 7he comments are not listed

in order of kipartance; establishing priorities would came later.

ESII/SESD language variations at Company were resulting in:

- inability of same employees to give out information;
- the need for repetition of instructions to employees;
- inideguate comprehension of job requirements;
- failure to receive/tranamit information on the telephone;
- inaccurate or incomplete tag:Arne messages;

- excessive reticence, scmetimes unwillingness to speak at all;
- failure to aiTiiiiitions, thus incomplete comprehension;
- self-exclusion ft= departmental conversations and discussions;
- Imossibility of promoting otherwise qualified persons;
- secretarial errors based on incomplete knowledge of English;
- failure to follow stated procedures;

- unsatisfactory improvisation cl solutionn to problems;
- need of managers to simplify tadks and procedures;
- risk of antagonizing customers;

belief of same managers that some employees are misplaced;
- sub rose "networking" among same-languse speakers, creating ad hoc

intermediaries;

- absence of social interaction between NSs and NNSs, resulting in
cliques, enclaves, and insider/outsider status among employees;

- difficulty in learning and using the names of personnel at all
levels;

- strained relations among manzriers, due to the use of poor communicators
for liaison and errand-running;

- poorly-transmitted requisitions (hand to fill);
- misunderstanding of company policy, even of benefits;
- need to screen letters before dispatching them.

Many of the problems mentioned confirmedmy expectations; same, underlined

above, indicated a sUbtle potential for demoralization, the ephemeral but

powerful factors of communication apprehension and endangered self-esteem. Some

long-range consequences of the immediate problems were thus suggested:

1. Ihe continuing waste of tine and effort, due to the need for checking,
re-checking, and re-doing work.

2. 7he erosion of self-confidence among capable, but hard-to-talk-to
speakers.

3. The risk of interpersonal or inter-departmental irritation hardening
into resentment.

4. The emergence of a two-track employee development system, with upward
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movement reserved to "promotable" people, and innutable status for 1.inguistically-
=promo1ab1e" people, i.e. a de facto in-house caste system.

An important sociolinguistic factor in the situation was the fact that

the President of the campally is English, as are a nuMber of top-level people

in the corporate hierarchy, although others, such as the Vice President of

Personnel, are Americans. In view of unstated, but tacitly acknaaleged feellngs

among &Wish speakers tovardrmajor varieties of Standard English, i.e. regional

varieties, I would posit a differential ',soden of communicative responsibility

on indivithiAls participating in interpersonal camunication in the English language.

By carmunicative responsibility I refer to the obligation of a speaker tomake

himself intelligible to a listener, and the obligation of a listener to comprehend

the message of a speaker. I am risking a digression here, interpolating this

notion of the BCR (Burien cl Carmunicative Responsibility), because I want to

maks the point that the burden falls unequally.on communicators, depending on

their native-language speech cammunities. In interlinwal and intercultural

communication, the nature of the ESL speaker's interlanguage conditions the weight

of the BCR he bears vis-a-vis an English-speaking interlocutor.

Let's say that the ECR operates on a scale of zero communicative

responsibility to total CM, and let's say too that the concept cf interpersonal

communication as a dynanic, circular process dces not permit either sender or

receiver to have either zero or total responsibility for the successful outcome

of a transaction. Nevertheless, the styles cr registers of the individual

carmunicators can generate an imbalance which is code-based. Ibus, the speEker

whose native tongue is non-Ebropean and whose English interlampage is obviously

influenced by his native tongue, is likely to feel within himself, and to he

male to feel by his interlocutor, a near-total burden of responsibility both

for being understood and for canprehending ths Other. At the other end of the

scale, the native speaker of U.K. RP (Received Pronunciation, or "BMC English")

11



10.

is likely to feel a near-Iwo birden of CR, reinforced by the inclination among

English-speakers, including speakers ct tbrth American Standard Englidh, to

accept.RP as a desirable norm, and to take un the cmus of comprehension and

intelligibility.

Following is an attempt to visualize the notion of BC11.

1.X.3.--(NOSELSZ=MatatiMiraD2nailailitZ.vis-a-vis
speakers of Standard English)

Native
Speech Canaunity

U.K. FT

British regional
Standard

North Arnerican

Standard

British non-Std.

U.S. non-Std.

aropean-based
interlanguege

non-European-based
interlangtiage

10'IAL

.1.11111111L

map

The notion of FOlnay help to establish mcre clearly the context in

which the observations of managers and executives, and Later the oannents ct

enployees, can be umderstocd and interpreted. It should be noted, however, that

although the presence of speakers of U.K. RP makes the cline in the setting in

guesticn more complex than itmight otherwise be in New York, the principle of

'lDL

the likely existence of a differential 132F4 hosed on an individual's native

language and resultantinterlanguage, seems tome to be valid even when as few

as two speech oatmunities are involved (viz. Nxth American Standard English and

Spanish-based ESL interlanguage.) Letme arid to this that ninerous permitations

are possible: not only might age and gender paay a role, buts° would relative

status at the workplace. Also important are attitudes toward the native languages

of the interlocutors: a low-status native sFeaker of a prestige language, such as

12 *bk.,"



French, might carry a light BM than would a high-sink:us speaker of

Cannese, vis-A-vis the sane Standaid English-speaking interlocutor, in Isttcl

York City.

%eking all that I had heard and observed into oonsideration, following

the sessions with managers, my hunch was that what was needed les a systematic

prcgran for the enhairanent of language skills, designed to be population-

specific in order to meet the needs of Company's people, FossilDly using Company's

materials and situations as instructional media.

Next steps

Having listened to the listeners, as it %%ere, the next step was to listen

to the speakers in context, using natural observation to identify the features

of language use which seemed to cause miscarrnunication. It was arranged for me to

meet with those ESL speakers who would be willing to that with me regardirg their

perosptions of the role played by language differences in their professional

lives. Indeed, a survey on job satisfaction Which had been conducted by the

Personnel Ietpartment indicated that sat'e employees felt blocked in their

career paths because of "poor carrnunication skills" or "accent." It was essential

to have input fran anployees on their perceptions of thenselves as caratunicators

along vertical arLi horiznntal lines. Valuable insight could be gained fran an

open exchange of views, if an atmosphere of personal seourity and mutual regard

could be established.

Meetirg erployees

Catpany's prior datrgraphic an3 attitude survey had indicated that a

mrnber of anployees saw English as important in tle wirk context, in connection

with productivity 1.4si pranotion. 'Ihe meeting with managers indicated more than

twenty identifiable problems in communication between native aril non-native

speakers of frglish, with implications for efficient carpany operations,

customer service, and inter-office relations. An in-house oatrunique had

suggested that sane thirty-five arployees might benefit considerably fran

13
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a program of ESL skills development

This was the picture when I met with the first grcup of six employees

of diverse language backgrounds: India/lehaolo, India/Bindi, Egypt/Arabic,

Ethiopia/Amharic, Haiti/French Creole. The grcup responded readily to an opportunity

to openly discuss uhat we all called "language problems", but as the discussion

proceeded it became clear that their view of the situation did not exactly coincide

with that of the managers. The employees raised the following major points:

1. Same employees saw thanselves as competent speakers facing
problematic listeners, but they acknowledged that the burden of intelligibility
tended to fall on the speaker (themselves.)

2. Same saw the work they did as not emphasizing spoken English.

3. Granted that there might be some oral "stLybaing blocks" in the
English of scut employees, they wordered if anything could be done about the
problem.

4. Cultural differences, as much as language, affected the way some
empla5ees related to others at similar and higher levels in the company.

5. Personal qualities, such as shyness.and reticence, were magnified
for same individuals in a second-language situation, compounding problems in
communication.

Thus, aribivalent feelings emerged. The employees knew that their own

English was flawed in certain ways, but thay felt that the teum "language pxoblems"

might be a mask far negative attitudes, and that the burden of intelligibility was

falling too heavily on them. Nevertheless, they were eager to take advantage

of any opportunity to improve their spoken Engliah while having same doUbts

About the possibility of effectively treating the preblem.

As we exchanged views, it was pointed out in relation to their points

1 and 2 that cammunicative competence in English is generally required for the

discussion of work coapleted and to be done, and far interaction with managers and

peers, even if the job descriptionitself did not seem to call for language

proficienc:y per se. The problem raised in point 4, culture conflict, would need

to be approached directly ar indirectly (through materials and activities) in any

program envisaged. Point 3, the treatment of anomalies in spoken English, would

7 4
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be the main focus of a proaram; throuch =ogress in this area, reduced

calmunication apprehension and increased self-confidence (point 5) would nost

likely occur. There is a general assumption that personality and emotional state

affect the clarity of articulation; but, as Acton (1984) states, ...the converse

is also true: speakers can control their nerves or inner states br speaking

properly," and he refers to the need to accept the idea that "pronunciation

both affects and is affected by one's internal state (temporarily or permanently)",

(p. 75).

All the speakers at the first session were ccmprehensible; their

problems were in accuracy and acceptability. Phonology was thermajor concern,

especially intonationpatterns which made continuous discourse hard to grasp, even

though vocabulary and grammar were basically correct. Same speakers had problems

with such function words as articles and prepositions, resulting in utterances

that lacked precision and could bring non-apposite responses. /bone in the group

displayed problems in aural comprehension, although the conversation was nuanced,

and the discussion was complex. As only 20% of the ESL employee population was

able to attend the first session, another one was planned. FUrthermore, awes

noted that no Hispanic employees had attended, and this left an important gap in

the irput gathered because Hispanics are numerous in the ccmpany, were among the

problematic communicators mentioned previously, and had farmed a noticeable pro-

portion of those respondents to the company's survey who had reported feelings of

disaffection which might be related to language differences.

After this firstmeeting with employees, all of wham expressed eagerness

to participate in any program that might be offered, we tentatively suggested a

program of language workehops, open to all interested Company personnel with no

limits= number of participants cr on level of English proficiency. What was

important was that the workshops be conducted on a specified uorking day, for the

following reasons: the allocation of working-day time would be an indication of

the company's seriousness of intent and cf its expectation of progress; also,

5
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tslorking-day scheduling would insure accessibility of the progran in the employees,

attesting to Canpany's recognition of the many defends on their tine faced by

employees after wcwking hours, including other courses of study, arrl by inference,

of Canpany's genuine interest in the well-being of the enployees.

When I reflected an the two meetirgs that rad taken place, and oonterplated

the one that was to cate, one conclusion virtnAlly fanned itself: the "canplaints"

of the managers, the so-called listeners, vere far more nunerous and detailed than

were the °cements of the employees, the so-called speakers. Looking at the situation

fran the managers' point of view, one could say that the ESL speakers did not km;

how diwoncerting and irritating their Erglish was; looking at the situation fran

the employees' point of view, one cxxild say that language problems were not grave,

and that what was needed was more effort, tirderstanding, and good will on the part

of the listeners. Attitales were clearly involved, but attitudes are not anenable

tn direct intervention; languaae use is susceptible to change, and the consequent

feeling was that by approaching camtunication problens fran the outs/de in, i.e.

by givirg employees the opportunity to mcdify and inprove their Erglish, changes

on the inside of the canmunication process, in attitudes anorg interlocutors,

could be effected.

Filling in the gaps

Fourteen people attended the second session, of whom half were Spanish-

speakers fzan Puerto Alec, the Daninican Pepublic, and Colanbia. This group

acknowledged problens in intdrpersonal cannunication due to "accents", fast speech,

unfaniliar vocabulary, and inpatiewe on the part of upper-level personnel.

They believed that certain prejudices were at work in the promotion, oc non-

pranotion, process, but were willizg, even eager, to focus on language as a means

of overcaning obstacles. The graip was primarily concened with tte questions

of if and how larguage change could be effected. 'lb demonstrate what might be

achieved, I began to write dam ard analym utteranoes as they occurred, noting

te.icred "artputation" (suppcessed consonants), dropped inflections, mispronounced
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vowels. End other anomalies. There was a goad deal of intereAt ard cami+IminPro- Ac

participants began to identify and classify potentially confusing features in their

own and others' speech. This atmosphere of constructive criticism led same

individuals to cite instances in whiCh they had experienced difficulty in speaking

or trderstanding on the telephone, in receiving instructions, in posing questions,

and in/making requests. Several enplcyees mentioned their feelings of embarrass-

ment at havirg to request more than one repetition, or to repeat their own

utterances more than once. Several alsomentioned their reluctance to engage in

conversation that was apt directly related to a task at hard, and a few people

acknowledged that socializing, at lunch or coffee breaks, was limited to their

contacts with a few compatriots among the employee population.

Thus, both management and the employees themselves had concurred on an

important point: often talk ahoutuork, even if it involved a complex vocabulary,

was easier to carry on than taIk about the vicissitudes of everyday life, yet the

Ability to talk with colleagues and others about everyday life is an inportant part

of creating a productive anbience for wcrk.

The input I had gathered inmy meetings and observations at company has

inspired this visualization of the communication problem facing many ESL speakers

in the wcrkplace:

Figure 2. _Mcd_21 of Secord Larquage Facility
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I1 hommoN4a1 a*fiornp+a 4.1m atwair14- few. a nf hiararrty nf wrkplania

speedh acts with a =responding cline of communicative:competence. Ihis MOMS

that, in effect, the ESL speakeraisterer will mostreadily use and comprehend

English language that is predictable: first, formulaic expressions, then familiar

topical exchanges with familiar persons, then functional, job-related language.

Problems arise in direct ratio to the Absence of predictability (in situation,

context, interlocutor, topic), in whatwe call the "free-fire" zone of random

input fran random individnats, ard the "free-flow" zpne of utterances that need

to be produced readily in_order to maintain social intsraction. Uneasiness in

the "free-fire, free-flowm zones generates communication apprehension, Whidh

YtCroskey (1977) defines as a state of mind in Whidh "apprehension about

participating inammunication outweighs apy projection of gain from communicating

in a given sitaation." Ibis anxiety causes people to be reticent, or even remain

totally silent, in situations WhiCh seem to demamd verbal contributions. Ihis

problem wes cited by managerial personnel at the first meting; it vas implied

by the first group of employees, and confirmed by the second.

If an inrhouse language skills dwelt:went program were to be offered,

its design would need to factor in the reduction of.communication apprehension

in "free-fire, free-flow" situations, by allocating time for conversation or

discussion on topics totally unrelated to work. At this point, vh: could envisage

program Objectives on tmo levels for Company's ESL employees:

macro-level: clear,,confident oral expression in English, in the
workplace and in the larger community;

Vdcro-level: Changes in the speaker's articulatory patterns in
English, to optimize intelligibility and gain positive
feedback.

In talking, confidence is the corollary of clarity. Confidence in

oneself as a second-language speaker is the product:of the speaker's own perception

of changes in his speech patterns, reinforced by positive feedbaCk from his

anglophone interlocutors.
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For exauple, in Hispanic speakers, micro-level changes would involve

phonemic features, sudh as the elimination of such substitutions as /ch/ for /sh/,

Alig/ for /m/, /b/ for /v/, etc., avoidance of ucrd "amputation", correction of

such vowel shifts as eat for it, it for eat, etc. For Arabic speakers, micro-

level changes would include attention to basic strimtures such as articles (a, an,

the), which are often omitted in English because they are not explicit in the

native language. For speakers ct Indian, West Indian; and African varieties of

English, micro-level changes would be brought about in intamatial patterns;

many misunderstandings and miscues arise because speakers of diffuentvarieties of

English place ward stress differently than do speakers of U.S. and U.K. standard

dialects. The one speaker of Cantonese in the employee group would need to

gain control of the phonemes /1/, /r/, and /n/, as well as intonation patterns and

the distortirg effect of Asian tonality on spoken English.

Organizing a program

Company decided to go ahead on an in-honse program, under the aegis of

their Training Depart:molt. Based on their experience with instruction in various

aspects of company operations, Training set a limit of twelve participants in

the program, enrolled on a first-oame, first-served basis, with the promise of

repeat p....ograms to satisfy an apparently growing demand. An eight-week program

ums planned, consisting of eight weekly three-hour sessions. As aces imperative

that the program be population-specific, in orderfor it to be as effective as

possible within a limited time period, good diagnostic procedures uculd be a sina

atm non. 'lb get a fix on individual problems, and to develop that datz into a

matrix of crvoillity for the indigenous (to Company) population, we decided to

pre-test in several ways:

1
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1. accent inventory (viz. Prator and Kobinett, ManuienLishalofAn
Pronunciation

2. dyadic interviews and imprarcptu reports
3. recognition-of-errors exercise (speech and print) .

4. listening/dictation (aural carvorehension, spelling, vocabulary)

(kri ultimate post-tevtlavald parallel these activities.)

1 9
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As for the course itself, it was evident the limited eight-week program

would require careful planning. In order to make the most of each sessian, a

specificrtcnological focus would he set far every meeting. As natural speech

is a mix of elements, and no speakm confines himself to a single sound or structure

when he talks, cur approwliwculd be recursive, always responsive to what was

actually taking place in oral communication, and circling back for review and

revision as necessary. We arrived at a tentative sequence:

1. Diagnostics: problems of the speaker, problems of the listener
2. The sounds of U. S. Stendard English: an overview. How your

mouth works
3. Stress and unstress: words, sentences, discourse
4. Crucial consonants: all-imports:It:wed endings, "amputation"
5. Stigmatized foams in oral and written English: what the ESL

speaker/writer must identify and control
6. Powerful vowels: substitutions that oonfuse the listener
7. Sound and spelling: useful patterns and guidelines
8. Balancing speed and accuracy in speaking English: "blending" to

conservenmenirq; oral cannunication under pressure.

The materials to be used would include:

.a bock: Prator & Robinett's Manual of American lish Pronunciation,
mainly for work at hone; audio tapes made by the insi.ct for practitiy
students, made by.students for self-analysis; student-created dialogues and
role-play scenarios; transcripts of tapes into worksheets; Carpary realia;
additional materials as appropriate.

Recognizing that the use of English in informal settings and situations

trough:Jut the wcrk week was an important part of the progran, the Personrel

Lepartwantvculd plan lurctitine gatherings which wand erAble, or at least

enoourage, employee's to overoome same of the inhibitions they had mentioned.

There were hopes that "spimroffs" would emerge naturally from the ccre of planned

activities.

The tentative sequence indicated above vies transformed into a course

outline, as required. This rather cursory plan was transfamed in the reality

into eight lively and productive sessions, ranging over nany questions of language

and cultures in matrast. Every session was replete with spontamebus exchanges

of vlews and anecdotes, yet the plan was followed, wdth the exception of session

20
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No. 7, which developed as a ucrkshop in intercultural communication. Language

was always in use for real communication, and participants felt free to cite each

other's errors (an important step in recognizing and correcting their own.)

The first group ce twelve included several nationalities: Puerto Rico, Haiti,

Egypt, Hamg Famg, Ethiopia, and India. Alttough tnere was individualized attention

and instruction on the linguistic level, the groqp's CUT: dynamic produced an

esprit de corps which carried over into subsequent plans, culminating in an in-

formal gatherimg at my home, four weeks after the program officially ended.

The employees attended the gathering with their spouses and children.

They had cooked a variety of national dishes, so that the refreshments formed an

international buffet. However, the gathering was not only an agreeable social

occasion, it was an important pedagogical event, for tkerpresence of the epouses,

along withrenbers of my own family, proviLed a group of naive interlocutors,

so to ppeak, with whom our group could interact.informally, testing out their

cammunicative canpetence in a real-world, social situation, in line with the goals

of the program.

The gathering thus functioned as an "exit test" for a program which had

been geared to improving the intelligibility, interpersonal skills, and personal

confidence of its participants. Of course, an oral post-test had been administered

at the closing session, but this occasion, same three and a half weeks later,

enabled me to note th.. carry-over of instruction Lind practice beyomd the =fines

of the office classrocm into.the demandimg setting of a real-world social situation.

Corpany's management qmstioned the participants about the nature of

the program and its eventual benefits, or the lack of them. According to

Company's findings, all the participants (except the one who dropped out early on,

far scheduling reescms) claimed ta have Imnefited significantly frac the experience.

Amswering questioms (same of which I had helped to formulate), tl,iey claimed to

have a clearer understanding of how English works as a system of sounds and word

order, an increased awareness of the cannts between the way they used
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Etglish and the norms and expectations of native epeakers, and a sense of the

features that they needed to continue to wcrk on. The employees said thmt they

felt they had ivoirroved initheir spoken English because they seemed to be getting

more positive feedbadk from co-werkers and superiors. This seemed to result in

anealhanoemertof self-confiLence, and increased willingness to communicate inter-

personally in English. All of these factors would underlie the mere profound

improvement whidh could ordv came about through practice, expanded contacts, and

wider e4,eri4noe.

Conclusions

TO draw a useful conclusion from this report, we need to go badk to the

beginring. The project was undertaken because themanagement ct a company found

itself on the horns of a dilemma: they had in their employ a number of competent

people wbose progress was blocked, and whose efficiax:y was impaired, because their

oral ?men& caused problems fcr the people they worked with or the customers

they served; Should the company attempt todeal with the larguage prbblem, or find

ways to replace the prOblematic empleyees? And, given the demogrephics of the

employee pool in New York, could replacements be found who wculd not present similar

preblems? This company, fcr reasons as much pragmatic as altruistic, decided to act.

NOst companies do not, although neonsity may impel more emplpyers into the inclusion

of language instruction as part of their regudar training programs in the future.

Nearmhile, ESL college studente, like their native-speaker peers,

are venturing into the business world in growing nuMbers. The implications for

designers of curriculum ard instruction are clear: as English fcr Special Purposes

becomes a growing element in the preparation of pedagogy and materials, we need

to consider oral comnunication in the business world as the proper concern of

ESL theoreticians and practitioners. The beneficiaries of our efforts to move in

that direction will be the students whose aspirations are the guidelines fox CUL
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